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HRAM FAULT INTERPRETATION USING MAGPROBErM DEPTH ESTIMATES AND NON-TRADITIONAL FILTERING 
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ABSTRACT 

We discuss in this paper a technique for interpreting high resole- 
tion aeromagnetic (HR.&l) data to identify and corr&ue inwa-srdi- 
mentary and upper basrment vertical and near vertical magneti~rd 
faults. In this technique we integrate the results of two independent 
approaches: 1) interpretation of Magprohc IM a~lonx~ti~ depth esti- 
matiom: and 2) interpretation of tittered tmagnetic maps. Cascaded 
Goussev filtering. a mu and succrisful technique, is discussed. This 
two-pronged interprrration technique generally assumer that magnc~ 
tired faults can he approximated by lhin dike Causative hodics. In 
practice, magnetired faults appear to be a narrow vertical dirtrihu~ 
tiun uf heterogeneous sources. An example hm the Simonstts 
region uf Alberta, Canada. shows that Ihe sealing fault separicting 
nw hydrucarhon purls defined by 3D seismic data can bc reliably 
identified and conela~cd heyund the limits of the seismic survey area 
using our integrated processing and intcrprrtaliun trchniqoe. The 
redIs illustrate conclusively that carefully procc~rcd and inter- 
prcled HRAM datil can contribute significantly I0 rcgiunill 
prtmleum explorati”” and tu development geophysics at the 
prorpect level. 

INTRODUCTION 

Vertical and near vertical intra-sedimentary faults origi- 

nate from changes in the regional stress fiields both within 

the metamorphic basement and the sedimentary section. 

Faults and fractures can provide channels for basement tluids 

to move across lataxtly continuous harriers to vertical fluid 

migration (Davies, 1997). These upwardly mobile basement 

fluids can enter into chemical reactions with host sedimen- 

tary rock:c that may result in conditions favorablr to the pre- 

cipitation of magnetic minerals in the vicinity of the fault or 

fracture rzystem (Peirce et al., t998b). Relatively high con- 

centrations of magnetic minerals along intra-sedimentary 

faults can produce tow magnitude, high frequency anomalies 

which are detectable by HRAM surveys (Jain, 1986; Ebner 

et al., 1995: Peirce et at., 1998a). 

INTERPRETATION APPROACH 

In the spatial frequency domain, intra-sedimentary and 
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upper basement faults tend to have significant energy in the 

mid to high frequency bands of the observed total magnetic 

firld (i.e., wavelengths from 200 m to 4000 m). We often 

observe that the intensity of magnetic signals generated from 

intra-sedimentary sources is one to several orders of magni- 

tude less than signals generated from within the metamor- 

phic basement. The detection of these week intra-sedimen- 

tary signals is often complicated by the superposition of the 

stronger. low frequency basement and regional events, inter- 

ference with adjacent anomalies from the rame depth range, 

and high levels of background noise. To separate and effcc- 

tively enhance intra-sedimentary anomalies, the processing 

of HRAM data should address: I) removal of low frequency 

high amplitude regional signals; 2) attenuation of back- 

ground noise; 3) enhancement of higher frequency, low 

amplitude residuals; and 4) increased lateral resolution to 

resolve intertering anomalies. 

M,wtwosts’M DEPTH ESTIMATBS 

Magprobc ‘IM is an LCT Inc. software package designed to 

isolate specific anomalies in magnetic field profiles and to 

apply a number of different interpretive analyses to obtain a 

depth to top and basic geometry for the causative magnetic 

body. Magprobe’M can also he run in batch mode, whereby 

the depth analyses are performed in gates of various lengths 

that move systematically along tht: magnetic profile (Jain, 

1976). The two depth analyses best suited to this automatic 

mode are Werner deconvolution (Werner, 1953; Ku and 

Sharp, 1983) and Euler (2D) modeling (Thompson, 19X3). 

Given proper specification of parameters, both techniques 

are sensitive to basement and intra-sedimentary sources. The 

Wrrner deconvolution method uses the total field to calcu- 

late depth solutions for dipping thin dike source geometries 

and the horizontal derivative of the total field to calculate 

depth solutions ftx dipping magnetic contact surtices. The 

Euler technique uses the total fiield and specifies the source 

geometry through a structural index (e.g., a structural index 

of O-t represents sources that are strongly linear and two 

dimensional in nnturc. while an index of 2-3 reprcscnts 

sources that are massive and three dimensional). WC typically 
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use a structural index in the range of I .O- I .7 fcx the first pass 

over the data set, so the calculation will be sensitive to both 

faults and deeper 3D str”cturcs. Note that once a fault or 

magnetic body has been identified with these Euler parame- 

ters, the !;tructural index is refined to better image the 

anomaly-related source depth estimates. Each depth calcula- 

tion, for either the Werner or Euler technique, is run for a 

wide variety of gate widths, usually 15.20 different gates 

depending on the frequency content of the anomalies being 

interpreted. The gate width determines the focus on deeper 

or shallower solutions. Deep sources create long wavelength 

anomalies and therefore require longer gates for their identi- 

fication, while shallower sources are detected with shorter 

gates. A rule of thumb is that the gate length must be at least 

one-half the dominant wavelength of the anomaly. The final 

depth estimate is actually the RMS location of a cluster of 

raw solutions (e.g., 6, solutions within a 250 m x 250 m box) 

for a given gate and therefore represents a statistical average 

of approximations of the actual locution and depth of the 

causative lnagnetic source. 

The MagprobeTM depth estimates are easily contaminated 

by noise and superposition of anomalies which can result in 

spurious mw picks, which in turn perturb the position of the 

clustered r:olution in a given section. In our HRAM interpre- 

tation technique, MagprobeT” is run on all the observed 

HRAM profiles systematically. Depth profiles from the auto- 

matic depl:h estimates are plotted and interpreted. Vertical or 

near vertical alignments of depth estimates are interpreted to 

be associated with faults. We should note here that not all 

vertical alignments of depth solutions are necessarily 

attributable to faults. It is well known that Werner depth esti- 

mates owr a thin dike can decrease with a decrease in the 

gate length (Jain, 1976). However, the degree of vertical dis- 

persion in depth solutions that we interpret as faults is often 

significantly greater than the dispersion due to decreasing 

gate length. This is particularly evident in the Magprobe’” 

interpretations of 2D models of the vertical dikes shown in 

Figure I. We have observed that such major alignments are 

common within the upper basement and intra-sedimentary 

section and interpret them to be the response to non-uniform 

magnetization and dip along the fault or associated fracture 

system. We believe that only those faults and fractures with a 

history of fluid flow are likely to be magnetired (Pcirce et 

al., 1998b). Within the basement, these alignments indicate 

either similar faults as mentioned above or contacts between 

blocks of contrasting susceptibility. Other estimates that do 

not correlate within the profile are treated as noise. In order 

for a given alignment to he confirmed as B faull expression. 

it must be correlatable across neighboring profiles of the 

HRAM survey. Sometimes, making this correlation between 

Magproho’ IM sections is difficult. This is where the second 

step of our technique, the interpretation of filtered magnetic 

field maps, is applied. Close comparison of the filtered maps 

with the MagprobeT” interpretation allows a more confident 

correlation of fault anomalies from one profile to another, 

and thereby facilitates the construction of the intra-sedimen- 

CEO 

tary and basement structure grain maps. These are maps that 

show the location of and depth to major faults, contacts and 

plutonic bodies that are affecting the geologic structure being 

investigated. Although using filtered field maps to help COT- 

relate profile interpretations is standard geophysical practice, 

it is the type of map used herein that is unique. 

CASCADED Gouss~v FILTEKINC 

Magproh+’ generally produces good resolution of the 

depth to magnetic sources, but the MagproheTM data is often 

difficult to correlate laterally across profiles, particularly for 

weak anomalies. Filtered field maps can provide better lat- 

eral correlation of anomalies, hut suffer from spectral leak- 

age of the signal from one depth interval to another. In other 

words, it is difficult to separate clearly the signal from deep 

sources from the signal from shallow sources. Cascaded 

Goussev Filtering (CGF) addresses this as well as other 

issues concerning noise and lateral resolution. 

We apply CGF in order to: a) attenuate dominating 

regional components which mask the residual components of 

geologic interest; b) suppress irregular and spurious noise: 

and c) enhance the lateral resolution of anomalies identified 

in the residual field. 

CGF consists of three steps. First an attempt is made to 

restrict the signal to a particular depth interval (intre-sedi- 

mentary sources or deeper basement sources). There are vari- 

ous published techniques which attempt to achieve this sepe- 

ration. The most common techniques are based on spectral 

resolution (e.g., Spector and Grant, 1970). Unfortunately sig- 

nificant spectral leakage between anomalies commonly ham- 

pers the success of these approaches. Spectral leakage is one 

of the inherent properties of potential fields that reflects the 

fundamental ambiguity with respect to interpreting source 

depths and geometries. It is the spectral overlap of predomi- 

nantly long wavelength deep source anomalies with predom- 

inantly short wavelength shallow source anomalies. WC prc- 

ia to USC separation filtering based on upward continuation 

of the observed signal as described by Jacobsen (1987). 

Leakage in Jacobsen’s separation filtering tends to occur at 

longer wavelengths within the chosen bandwidth since the 

operators are quasi-exponential. This leakage at the low end 

is addressed by the second step of CGF. 

The second step of CGF consists of taking the scalar dif- 

ference between the total gradient of the magnetic field (TG, 

otherwise known as the analytic signal) and the horizontal 

gradient of the magnetic field (HG). The magnetic field in 

this case is the separated field resulting from the first step. 

This scalar difference in gradients is essentially a filtered 

approximation of the vertical gradient (VC), where long 

wavelengths have been suppressed and short wavelengths 

have been enhanced. Indeed, at extremn in the magnetic 

field signal, this diffcrcnce in gradients is precisely equal to 

the VC. 
The total magnetic field can be expressed as a sum of 

three components: a long wavelength regional component. a 
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Fig. 1. Two-dimensional models of uniformly magnetized dikes and non-uniformly magnetized dikes. Shown in the top panels are the synthetic total 
magnetic field curves and their gradients. The center panels show the MagprobeTM depth interpretations of the calculated fields. Shown in red are 
the Werner depth estimates and in green, the Euler depth estimates. The raw depth solutions have been clustered with a minimum of 100 raw picks 
per group and a minimum separation of 1000 m between groups. The bodom panels show the cross sections of the 2D models. The pattern 01 
increasiny magnetization and increasing width with depth as shown in the lower right panel is the only model that we have found for which the mag- 
netic response resembles the response we observe in real data. 
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Fig. 2. Two-dimensional model of the magnetic field over a thin vellical dike, The direction of the profile is perpendicular to the strike of the riike. The 
magnetization contrast of the dike is 4000 micro~cgs units, and the top is at 2500 m depth. 
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Beaverhill Lake Structure Map 
Derived from 3D Seismic Data 

Fig. 3. Structure map of the BeaverhiII Lake hydrocarbon pool in the Simonette region of Alberta. Canada (Chevron Canada R~SOU~CCS Ltd), The 
interpretation was derived from a 3D seismic surveys The sealing fault between the ,‘A‘and “B‘ pools is shown in yeIIaw 
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Fig. 4. Total Magnetic Field data from the Simonette HRAM survey Over the Beaverhill Lake pool. Note the broad trough parallel to the seismically 
imaged sealing fault (yellow line). This long wavelength feature is an expression of basement structure rather than the intra-sedimentary sealing 
fault. 

The third and last step of Cascaded Goussev Filtering is the 

application of traditional filtcring pnxcdurcs (e.g., bandpass 

filters or S~CC~SS~V~ vertical derivatives) that lead to a further 

improvement of lateral resolution. Note that after suppression 

of spurious noise by the difference ctdculi~tion, subsequent 

application of the vertical derivative operator is even more 

effective at enhancing linear trends and boundaries. 

In our (experience the two-pronged interpretation tech- 

niquc described above has proven to be far more effective (in 

terms of signal to noise ratios) for the interpretation of intra- 

sedimentary anomalies than conventional spectral and gradi- 

ent analyses and filtering of HRAM data. 

THE SIMONETTF., AI.HEKTA, Exahwt.~ 

seismic data and. in particular. the sealing fault that scpawtcs 

the “A” and “B” pools of the field (Fig. 3). Figure 4 shows a 

portion of the Swan Hills HRAM survey flown over the 

field. Note that a broad trough in the total magnetic field 

generally follows the interpreted seismic fault. This will he 

shown tu hc related to basement sources. Figure 5 shows a 

traditional high frequency bandpass filter of this data (0.X. 

2.4 km), which has been luncd to intm-sedimentary depths. 

The anomaly associated with the sealing fault is still hidden 

in the trough. Figure 6 shows the applic;rtion of Cascaded 

Goussev Filtering tu the total field data. The CGF parameters 

were also tuned to the intra-sedimentary interval. Clearly, 

CGF dramatically separates and resol~ss thr high frcqucncy 

maenrtic anwnaly associated with the scaling fdult from the 

This exnmple is taken from the Simonette arta of west superposing long w;~vclcngth trough. The CGF fault 

central Alherta, Canada. Here WC examine the hydrocarbon arwmaly is uffsct to thr west of thr seismically imaged fault 

bearing Bt:averhill Lake (Devonian) Structure defined by 3D for several reasons as shown in Figure 7. 
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5. Traditional high frequency bandpass filter (0.8-2.4 km) of the total field data. This bandpass should be sensitive to swrces in the intro-6 ;edi- 
ltary irlterval; however. the expression of the sealing fault is still hidden in middle wavelengths from the basement related trough. The yellow line 

is the position of the seismically imaged fault. 

Figure 7 shows our detailed interpretation of an east-west 

profile o’f HRAM data crossing almost orthogonally to the 

sealing fault. The upper portion of the figure shows the total 

magnetic field profile along with the traditional filtered 

curves and two examples of CGF processed curves. The 

lower part of the figure shows an interprctetion of the 

Magprobe”M depth section along the profile. Points in red are 

depth estimates derived from Werner Dcconvolution solu- 

tions, while points in green arc depth estimates dcrivcd from 

2D Euler solutions using a structural index of 1.2. Significant 

vertical and near vertical alignments of depth estimates are 

present in the immediate vicinity of the fault and are inter- 

preted to represent at Icast two splays of the scaling fault sys- 

tem. This interpretation indicates that the sealing fault(s) dips 

to the east and is listrically rooted to the main basement strut- 

ture, which appears to he a major contact with vertical offset. 

This basement structure controls the long wavelength compo- 

nent of the total magnetic field (expressed as a broad trough), 

which totally masks the small magnitude, short wavelength 

anomaly due to the sealing fault. However, CGF processing 

icurves 4 and 5). being tuned to the intra-sedimentary intrr- 

val. successfully extracts the image of the sealing fault from 

the interfering and superposing hascmcnt events. 

The CGF fault anomaly is offset from the seismic fault 

trace to the west for two principal reasons: I) the sealing 

faults are dipping to the east. This positions magnetic 

sources above and to the west of the location of the seismic 

fault at the Heaverhill Lake Icvcl, and 2) there appear to bc at 

least two splays in the sealing fault and the listric nature of 

the deeper splay again may carry more magnetic sources 

west of the seismic fault location. 

Figure 7 also demonstrates the effectiveness of combining 

the intcrprctation of Magproh$“’ depth analysis with CGF 

mapping analysis in determining the nature and location of 

the sealing fmtlt. 
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Fig. 5. Cascaded Goussev Filter of the total field data. The CGF parameters have been tuned to intra~sedimentaiy depths. Notice how the magnetic 
expression of the sealing fault can be seen clearly, although it is offset to the west of the seismically defined fault (yellow line). The CGF process has 
successfully extracted the weak sealing fault response from the superposed strong basement response. 

Our two-pronged approach to HRAM interpretation, 

which combines the independent analysis of MagprobeT” 

depth sections with the analysis of filtered maps of gridded 

field data, provides a most effective and objective means to 

identify and correlate intra-sedimentary and upper basement 

magnetized faults. 

The Simonette example shows how intra-sedimentary mag- 

netized faults can be identified and correlated in the context of 

a much larger basement signal. Cascaded Goussev Filtering 

can provide significantly hettcr enhancement of low megni- 

tude residual high frequency anomalies of the total magnetic 

field, as well as higher lateral resolution of interfering anoma- 

lies as compared to traditional cascaded filtering procedures. 

Our experience in comparing numerous interpretations of 

HRAM s\rrveys to seismic control is that wily a modest per- 

centage (perhaps 25 per cent) of seismically observed faults 

are detectable magnetically. However in some cases we 

believe that WC can detect magnetized fractures that are not 

detectable seismically because they have little or no throw. 

Furthermore, we hypothesizc that the faults and fracturrs, 

which are detectable magnetically, are those which have had 

a fluid flow history; this may be very important information 

to assist in understanding the developmetlt of fracture ponw 

ity (e.g., hydrothermal dolomitization). migration and fault 

seal problems (Peirce et al., IYYXb). 

The pattern of the magnetized faults and Siactures detected 

from interpretation of HRAM surveys does provide an indi- 

cation of the structural grain of an area, both in terms of fwlt 

orientation and fault density. This can be very useful for seis- 

mic planning, in order to optimise the placrmcnt of new seis- 

mic lines, and in seismic interpretation of widely spaced 

lines to guide fault correlation. 
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Fig. 7. Delailed interpretation of an east-west profile from the Simonette HRAM survey. crossing alm0z.t ollhogonally lo the Beaverhill Lake sealing 
fault. The (upper portion shops the total magnetic field profile and its derivatives and two versions of the Cascaded Goussev Filter of the total field. 
The lower poltion shows an interpretation of the MagprobeTM depth section along the profile. Red points are Werner deconvolution depth solutions. 
Green points are 2D Euler depth solutions. The seismically imaged sealing fault is indicated. The offset between the magnetic expression of the fault 
and the seismic position of the fault is discussed in the text. 
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